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Chapter 1.0 Introduction

1.1. Overview on Thermal imaging 
 

In thermal imaging, a thermal camera will capture and create an image of a 

particular object by infrared radiation that is discharged from an object. Thermal 

imaging is used to convert heat energy into light which is visible to analyse sample 

images called as thermogram.  Thermal imaging can work in both day and night times. 

It has capability to accomplish good performance in all climatic conditions. It is widely 

used in military, air force, monitoring systems, navy, aircraft industry, defense, 

medicine, etc. which need a non-contact measuring of temperature. Thermal detectors 

take the radiation of an infrared discharged by objects which are having more than zero 

temperature [Kalantar, B., et al., 2017]. 

The changes in temperature of the picture that is captured is indicated as a 

thermogram. It is mostly used in military for surveillance of border and enforcing law. 

It is used in armed forces for identifying, locating, and targeting the enemies. The 

radiation released from an object will increase by temperature. Infrared radiation will 

occupy some part of electromagnetic spectrum which is in 0.9-14 µm and is generated 

from objects at a temperature of above zero absolutely.  

                  The infrared radiation from thermal imaging system is taken by a passive 

sensor for the objects which are having temperature above absolute zero. This process 

of detection is applicable for surveillance systems, night vision devices for defence 

purposes. The illumination issues of normal greyscale, RGB cameras are decreased 

when this sensor has position in vision system.  In applications of real time, the data for 

thermal imaging is obtained at speed of light from many sources like air, water, land-

based vehicles. It is more than technology like visible imaging as thermal radiation will 

penetrate among dust, smoke, aerosol, cloud, fog very effectively than visible radiation 

as detection of an object is done at all atmospheric environments. A thermal camera can 

detect temperature by taking various categories of infrared light. This type of light is 

not visible to naked eye, but we can feel it in the form of heat if intensity is high. Every 

object will emit some amount of infrared radiation, and this is the way how heat transfer 

takes place. If an object is hotter, it means that it produces more radiation of infrared.  
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Thermal cameras provide protection in conditions such as low-light frameworks, some 

false alarms, camouflaging  [Gong, X., et al., 2018]. 

1.1.1. Thermal Imaging Principle 
An IR camera is formed on principles of laws such as total radiation, Stefan  

 principle of total radiation asserts that an incident energy equals the 

sum of absorbed, reflected, transmitted energy. Thermal imagers are like cameras of 

digital type excepting that charge coupled devices (CCD) of cameras of digital are 

restored with focal plane array (FPA) of micrometre size pixel of many materials that 

are influenced to infrared radiation. Improvements in infrared camera is due to 

development of detectors, coming from point detector to linear, FPA detectors.  

The FPA are categorised as detectors such as thermal, quantum. The detectors 

of quantum type are designed from materials like InSb (Indium antimonide), In GaAs 

(Indium gallium arsenide), PtSi (platinum silicide), HgCdTe (Mercury Cadmium 

Telluride) (MCT), layered GaAs (Gallium arsenide) for QWIP (Quantum Well Infrared 

Photon) detector. The microbolometer which isnot cooled is a detector of thermal model 

which is a metal, semiconductor and sensitive for temperature. Thermal detectors have 

low cost, broad infrared spectral response compared to quantum detector. Quantum 

detectors are fast, sensitive compared to thermal detectors which need coolness. 

Thermal imaging system is formed to work at wavelengths of MWIR (mid-

wave infrared) band of 3 to 5 microns, LWIR (long-wave infrared) band of 8 to 12 

microns. In atmospheric attenuation, as water vapour is high in MWIR, it is not used in 

imaging. LWIR is low capable for climatic attenuation which is used in harsh 

surroundings. [ Mathur, G., etal.,2016] 

The visual surveillance system will detect, track, recognize the objects from 

public places like shopping malls, traveling places, and can analyse managing of traffic. 

All these intelligent systems will replace the existing surveillance arrangement. There 

are 3 steps in visual analytics such as detecting an object, tracking an object from frame 

to frame and evaluate the results of tracking.   

This extends to various applications like motion-based recognition, access controlling, 

indexing of video, human-computer interacting,  monitoring   of    various  vehicle 
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Thermal imaging will use nearer IR band of IR light ranging from 

0.75 to 1. 4 . The existing techniques will use cameras which are thermal with 

cameras which are visible by utilising combining of images which requires double the 

hardware. But feature extraction on thermal images can be performed directly as it will 

decrease the hardware and will compromise in terms of accuracy. The input for 

traditional methods for detection used RGB image for input. But for detection of object 

in surveillance systems during night-time, the input cannot be RGB image because in 

night- . 

[Bagherpour, P., et al., 2012] 

1.1.2. Thermal cameras  
 

The first thermal imaging camera is available to inspect more voltage power 

line. The usage of cameras of thermal imaging type in industry became a vitally 

important   for FLIR system. Thermal imaging cameras are small and similar as a 

camera of digital type. They are easier for usage and give images of high resolution. 

They find anomalies which are not visible to human naked eye. A thermal image 

produced from a thermal imager is illustrated as heat map of region of interest which is 

taken. Thermal imaging does not need surroundings light to take thermal image as its 

principle is on detecting thermal emission of a scene which is to be imaged. These 

cameras find the requirement for electrical, mechanical installing. A camera of thermal 

image is a congenital device which can scan, visualize the temperature distributing of 

exterior of a machine exactly, which reduces the price, time. A visual detecting and 

tracking system should generalize more variations in appearance of an object to view a 

particular point, poses, expressions in faces, light conditions, image quality.  

In detection, changes in movement, appearances are used to recognize objects. 

Tracking methods are processed by results we get in detection. Combining statistical 

analysation of visible features and temporal motion data leads to powerful approach. 

For a system that has noise condition, tracking is done after detection. Thermal imaging 

is a function of   energy which is radiated and taken by thermal camera. This is achieved 

from a technology known as infrared thermography (IRT). IRT is more advantageous 

compared to other techniques. It has no contact, easier to translate thermal information. 

It has larger area to inspect, free from danger of radiation, and used in real-world issues. 

The raw information from camera of thermal is in values of temperature. 
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The manufacturing team of thermal cameras will have software for reading data 

and will show as thermal image. While conversion of temperature value to thermal 

images, colouring methods such as pseudo or false methods are used. Specific colour 

level will represent some values of temperature. This mapping of colour is called as 

Palette in thermal image in the terminology of software. Bright colour is used to indicate 

a defected portion or a portion with hot temperature. A thermal camera of fire fighter 

or medical usage is a thermal imager. These cameras have components such as optical 

sensor, thermal emission detector, signal processing unit, display unit. 

  1.1.3. Application of Thermal Imaging in Defence 
The advancement in IR technology took place in military system. An 

advancement is in technology like FLIR system which started as system of sensors to 

fight airship. It is a forward sensor as it is established to see which is in front of airship. 

It is also a sensor in a view that an image is shown to pilot by airship HUD (heads-up 

display). The technology of ancestor FLIR was introduced by U.S. navy system to 

identify, target the enemies. These systems are huge, very costly. With advancement in 

technology, best FLIR cameras with decreased size, price . [Benenson, R., et al., 2015]. 

 The main usage of thermal imaging is in industry like aircraft for defense 

purpose. Its spectrum has various fields such as defense, navy, aircraft, automotive, 

geological survey, agriculture, detection of faults, etc. The systems of thermal imaging 

are mostly used in defense. With decreasing cost of infrared technology their use in 

surveillance purpose is taken into consideration. They have application in industries for 

detecting many faults in a system, process, quality control. 

 Fighter airship FLIR cameras have application in detection of automatic target, 

detection system. They have 2 components like navigation, targeting pods. Navigation 

pod is designed with wide fov (field of view) FLIR camera, TFR (terrain following 

radar) system, which will enable correct lower penetration in all climatic conditions. A 

targeting pod has narrow fov FLIR camera, laser ranger. Pilots see by HUD (Head up 

Display) with FLIR up locate, identify a target. FLIR system will reduce the difficulty 

of lower light, visual condition. FLIR-service landing has proved success with 

decreased   night-time accidents. FLIR when mixed with radar sensors is good 

elementin airborne monitoring to locate a runway, near ground traffic if normal 

visibility is decreased in dark. It gives a tool to monitor health in aircraft. 
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Thermal imaging has wide application in military. By utilising image 

recognition to identify a target, embedding system to aim the enemy attacking of enemy 

is done more fastly than usual. A thermal image is taken, identification of enemy is 

done automatically and targeting of enemy is performed. This application is used in 

wars where targeting of enemy is done with less efforts of man. This can promote the 

efficiency of attacking in wars in military. Also, there will be threat from enemies at 

country borders. This threat will be more during night-time. In this research, we aim at 

providing a feasible solution to these issues. Thermal imaging will provide good inputs 

in night-time also. This can result in tracking of every move of the enemies in borders. 

Thermal imaging has application in aircraft monitoring system of spy planes 

used to observe enemies, unlawful events by satellite images. It also has application in 

improved satellite images to observe activities of cyclones, environmental changes 

which forms the base for prediction designs. This is also used in enforcement of law to 

detect the suspicious people. Naval systems also use thermal imaging for navigation 

purpose to stop collision of ships in night and monitor the coastal areas to check 

suspicious activities. [Mathur, G., et al., 2016] 

1.2. Detection of an object 
  Detection of an object is a method in computer visionary to locate an object in 

a video or an image. The method to scan, search an object in an image, video in 

computer vision is called as detection of an object. The visual framework of humans is 

fast, accurate and will perform difficult undertakings such as distinguishing various 

objects, identifying obstacles with minimum ideas. Computer vision is an important 

domain of artificial intelligence. Detection of an object is a challenging task to proceed 

an image received from surveillance video because of lower resolution, variations in 

illumination, changes in background. [Yang, D., 2019]. 

 In the activity of vision recognizing system, detection of an object is the basic 

step. It is a method of finding an instance of a class for which an object belongs, finding 

the position of an object as an output for bounding box around an object. Single class 

detection of an object is the method of finding one instance of a class in an image. Multi 

class detection of an object means detecting classes of complete objects in an image.  
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The issues to be handled in object detection are poses, scale, occlusions, etc. Deep 

CNNs are used for detection of an object. CNNs work on the concept of weight sharing.  

            Monitoring people using cameras is common now a days. This is the most 

interested area where all the events of humans are monitored. The surveillance system 

visually has stages like modelling an environment, motion segmentation, classification 

of an object, tracking, identification of humans, fusion of data. The first step is to 

identify a moving object. This moving object can be a person, any vehicle, animal, etc. 

This technology deals to identify a semantic class of an object which is moving. The 

existing methods for video surveillance used humans to monitor cameras in detecting 

suspicious activities. If many cameras are to be checked, then more persons are needed 

to monitor. This leads to a limitation for usage of manpower in video surveillance. 

Because of this surveillance system becomes weak. To solve these issues, detection of 

an object has become a vital role. There are two object detection methods such as 

environment modelling, motion segmentation. 

a) Environment Modelling 

In environment modelling, model updating is needed for detection of an object. 

These models are divided into 2D models in an image plane, 3D models in the world. 

An image can be taken by a camera which is fixed. Based on the type of camera, 

background modelling method differs. If camera of pure translation is used, the 

environment model done by matrices of homography are utilized to illustrate the 

variation relation among various images. Motion reimbursement is necessary to design 

images of background which are temporary, in which mobile cameras are utilized. 

When camera which is fixed is utilized, then factors like shadows, variance 

illumination, branches which are shaking will influence the designing of background 

model. All these are suppressed, and good background method is designed by methods 

such as Adaptive Gaussian Estimation, Parameter Estimation-based pixel methods, 

Adaptive Background Estimation, Foreground detection by Kalman filter, updation of 

background images with respect to mixed gaussian design. 

b) Motion Segmentation 

It is an image sequence which detects regions that have objects which are 

moving. Segmentation is divided as spatial, temporal. Spatial segmentation is   
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segmentation done locally or globally. Local segmentation is dividing small images in 

a complete image. The number pixels for segmentation locally are less than global. 

Global segmentation has more pixels. 

 In the process of visual surveillance system, background modelling is a stage in 

which each pixel of an image is with respect to background or not. In motion 

segmentation, it separates regions, trajectories in a video into subsets. These subsets are 

related to independent objects in a scene. In object classification, it extracts region 

related to people from blobs produced by motion segmentation techniques. In a 

surveillance system, they track an object which is moving from a frame to other frame 

in a sequence of an image. In behavior understanding it analyses and recognizes motion 

patterns. In human identification, it identifies the human or object entering the area in 

surveillance. In data fusion, it tracks continuously, by combining each camera. 

Object detection is connected to methodologies like image recognition, image 

segmentation. To get the best results in methods of object detection we can use machine 

learning or deep learning. Object detection is used for detection of faces, vehicles, 

counting of pedestrians, driverless vehicles, security systems, etc. Using deep learning, 

object detection can be performed using convolutional neural networks such as R-CNN, 

YOLOV2 [Choi,Y., et al., 2016] 

1.2.1. Approaches for Detection of an object 
There are two approaches for detection of an object. First one is formed on 

machine learning and second one is formed on deep learning. In machine learning 

methods, computer vision models are used to see many features in an image like color 

histogram to recognize clusters of pixels which belongs to a particular object. All these 

features are sent into a regression model which can predict the location of an object 

with its label.  

In the approaches of machine learning, they detect the features by Histogram of 

oriented Gradients (HOG), scale invariant feature transform (SIFT), Haar and for 

classification they use Support Vector Machines (SVM). In deep learning they use 

convolutional neural networks for unsupervised detection of an object. Deep learning-

based methods for detection of an object are Region proposal network (RPN), fast 

region proposal convolutional neural network (Fast R-CNN), faster region proposal 
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convolutional neural network (Faster R-CNN), YOLO (You look only once).  There is 

no need of defining and extracting of features separately in unsupervised detection. 

1.2.2. Application of Deep Learning for Detection of an Object 
 Now a days, the word deep learning has become buzz word because of the best 

results obtained in classification of an image, detection of an object. The reason for this 

domain of image classification has attained the  best results in Microsoft COCO 

(Microsoft Common Objects in Context), ILSVRC (ImageNet Large Scale Visual 

Recognition Challenge), PASCAL (Pattern Analysis, Statistical Modelling and 

Computational Learning) VOC (Visual Object Classes). So, deep learning satisfies best 

resources to do training, large datasets. In deep learning, deep means the layers which 

are hidden. These CNNs are having multiple layers to find the features which are 

complex in data.  

The theme of deep learning is to solve the learning issues by copying the human 

brain functioning. The models which are based on deep learning for object detection 

has an encoder which takes input as an image and runs across blocks, layers which 

extracts statistical features which are utilized to position, label the objects. The output 

from encoder is sent to decoder which will predict bounding boxes, labels for every 

object [Gong, X., et al.,2018].  

The aim is to evaluate deep learning techniques formed on CNNs to detect an 

object. CNNs are not based on filters, feature extractors which are created manually. 

They handle difficult models very efficiently than shallow networks. CNNs have low 

accuracy to small data but will show best accuracy for more datasets. They require more 

labeled datasets to do the tasks related to computer vision. Many deep learning 

frameworks are available till now. In view of features that are exhibited interface, 

supported for models such as Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM), Deep Belief 

Network. There are various deep learning frameworks like Keras, Tensorflow, Caffe, 

Torch, Apache Singa, etc. 

1.2.3. Detection of an object based on features, shape, color, template 
 

a) Object detection based on features 
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In this, standard image features, alignment of reference points is essential. 

Images should be changed to other space to handle changes in size, orientation, 

illumination. A single or multiple features are extracted, and object of interest is 

modelled as features.  

b) Shape-based approaches 

It is the toughest problem because of difficulty in segmentation of object in an 

image. To perform detection and find the border of a particular object, an image must 

pre-process. The pre-processing depends on the type of application. Various objects 

like persons, fruits, vehicles need various techniques. For difficult scenes removal of 

noise, transformations invariant to scale, rotation is required. If an object is detected 

and then located then the boundary is achieved with edge detection, boundary-

following models. The characteristics of an object such as detection, shape will become 

complex for scenes which are complex if there are more objects with occlusions. 

 c) Colour-based approaches 

  Since colour is not appropriate   for objects which detect and track, the lowest 

price of the models implemented will make colour as a desirable feature. Every region 

is designed with a colour vector which is evaluated by sub-sampling the pixels in a 

region, indicating the average colour of pixels in this region. Colour model has 

application in computer graphics. 

d) Object detection based on Template 

If a particular template describes that a particular object is there, then detection 

of an object is a method of features which are matched among template, sequence of an 

image. In detection of an object correct matching is costly and the matching quality will 

depend on the information given by object template. There are 2 object template 

matchings known as fixed, deformable template matching. 

a) Fixed template matching 

These are used if the shape of the object will not change as per the view angle of 

camera. There are two methods in fixed template matching. 

1. Subtraction of an image 
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In this method, the location of the template is found by reducing the distance 

function among a template, multiple locations in a particular image. Since subtraction 

of a method requires low computing duration than correlation methods, they perform 

good in some conditions. 

2. Correlation 

Matching with correlation will use the location of normalized cross-correlation peak 

among a template, image to get a good match. This model is protected to noise, effects 

of illumination in an image. Point correlation will decrease the computational 

complexity.  

b) Deformable template matching 

These methods are suited in which objects vary because of rigid, non-rigid 

deformation. These changes are because of the deformation of an object.  A template is 

denoted as a bitmap which describes the edge characteristics of shape of a particular 

object. The use of this technique is motion detecting of objects among video frames. 

Motion detection is a task for Automatic Target Recognition (ATR). ATR is the 

domain for detecting, tracking, classification of targets from video, signal domains. 

Monitoring in border has detecting of moving unwanted persons, vehicles surrounding 

area in surveillance. Due to its capability to perform in any climatic condition, thermal 

imaging has become a fundamental type for these systems. 

An MTI (moving target identification) has a thermal imager, frame grabber, 

system to process, system for communication, software which has methodologies to 

find movement in thermal images. For longer range monitoring usages, the images 

which has target that is moving are sent to base station for interpretation manually. In 

shorter-range monitoring, the MTI systems are created intelligently to find if a target 

which is moving is good enemy target and send data to fire system. 
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In motion detection, the starting frame which has no object is considered as 

background image. The background is separated from present frame to get an image 

that contains movement data. An image is filtered to separate the clutter, improve the 

standard of target to process. A sequence of thermal image which contains vehicles that 

are moving with static background is utilised for testing the methodology. Best findings 

are attained by dynamic modelling of background. They are divided as following 

groups. 

Thresholding method over interframe difference are based on findings in 

temporal changes in pixel, block levels. The differentiation map is binarized with a 

fixed value of threshold to get classification of motion or without-motion. 

Statistical tests with respect to pixelwise independent decisions suppose that 

temporal changes detection is like motion detection. To stop this drawback, temporal 

change detection masks, filters are considered. 

In Global energy frameworks, the detection of a motion issue is designed to 

decrease a global objective function which is done by stochastic such as simulated 

annealing, deterministic relaxation, mean-field models. 

1.2.4. Applications of detection of an object 
 

                 Object detection is used in autonomous driving, detecting animals in 

agriculture, detection of people for defense, security purpose, medical field, anomaly 

detection, crowd counting, etc. The object detection methods can exactly identify, track 

many instances of an object in a scene. The models related to object detection can track 

many people as they move in a scene or a video frame. From shopping stores to industry 

floors, video surveillance is required. Anomaly detection in agriculture can be a disease 

in plants in which farmers will detect threats in their crops which are not visible to 

human eye. In medicine, the models of object detection can be used in detection of 

tumors, acnes, etc. This detection model can locate, identify acne in seconds. Even in 

self driving cars the detection models will identify, locate, track the objects in 

surroundings. It is also used in areas as discussed below. 

a) Detection of abnormal events 
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With increasing need of security, it is important to view the behavior of persons, 

vehicles to know if their actions are normal or abnormal, or they cause any unwanted 

issues. 

b) Elderly people fall detection 

Generally elder people fell often due to their age, health issues. To avoid such problems, 

a monitoring system like automatic detection of fall should be introduced which alerts 

their own people, giving information that their concerned person is fell down.        

 1.2.5. Phases of detection of an object 
There are 3 phases in detection of an object such as selection of region, 

extraction of features, classification of objects. In selecting a region, as multiple objects 

will be shown in more locations of an image which has different resolution, it is the 

decision of a single to filter the complete image with multiple scale sliding window. 

Due to innumerable windows, it is costly with respect to computation and create a 

greater number of windows repeatedly. Feature extraction is a method to find features 

visually for identifying various objects by giving exact descriptions about the objects 

to be detected.  

Because of problems such as appearance, lighting condition, background 

condition, it is very complex for human beings for predicting the features manually for 

objects which are found in an image. In classification, it is necessary to classify the 

object which is targeted into many classes and identify an object visually accurately, 

knowledgeable. Figure 1.1. depicts on types of detecting an object. 

         + 

Figure 1.1. Types of detecting an object 
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 There are various object detections like frame difference, optical flow, 

background subtraction.  

a) Frame difference 

It is a model for identifying the motion of an object. By using this model, we 

can differentiate a moving object in the surroundings. The difference among two 

successive images is computed, which later identifies an object which is moving. The 

computation done is easier, simple to implement. For many dynamic surroundings, this 

technique has more flexibility. Still the findings of detection of an object which is not 

stationary is not correct as it is complex to get full outline of an object which is moving. 

b) Optical flow  

It is a method which describes the motion of an image. It is used in sequence of 

images which have a little time step among them as in video frames. It is used to find 

the velocity for points in images to provide an estimation in which points can be in the 

upcoming image series. Vector based method is used in optical flow to find the 

movement in video with matching points in objects on many frames. For correct 

measurement, it needs more frame rate. It requires special hardware for implementing 

in real time because of difficulty in technique. This method is good to many cameras, 

motion in objects which is suggested for analyzation of crowd. Most computations of 

optical flow techniques are difficult and noise sensitive. This is not used in streams of 

video without special hardware. 

 c) Background subtraction 

In this we can detect the objects which are moving in a video using cameras 

which are static. This method is suitable to enhance the differences in a frame which 

increases its precision and efficacy. Detecting an object in a sequence of video gives 

classification of pixels in foreground, background. In object detection method, a 

particular scene is denoted as background design. This method is robust against changes 

in environment which can take up changes in conditions of illumination and ignore 

background elements which are very small. GMM is mostly used in this method in 

applications of video surveillance. Background subtraction is divided into Recursive 

and Non-recursive Recursive neural networks are used for object detection. A non-
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recursive method will use a sliding window method to estimate background. Gaussian 

mixture is supported for every pixel in an image. 

1.3. Tracking an object 
                   Tracking is defined as connection of objects to a specific target in a 

sequence of frames. In monitoring activities like video surveillance, tracking of each 

person is a huge task. Tracking an object is an implementation of deep learning in which 

a program will take starting set of detections in an object like input group of coordinates 

in a bounding box and develop a unique identity for every starting detection, the 

detected object is tracked in a video frame. Tracking of an object is a basic step in image 

processing implementations like navigation systems, monitoring systems, medical 

imaging, recognizing human activities, sensor networking, radars, robotics, sonars, etc.  

Tracking over time deals with objects which are matching in a sequence of 

frames. The type of object tracking will recognize a fixed relationship of image data 

parameters such as shape, color, position, texture, velocity, etc. Here, target can be a 

person, animals like birds, vehicles related to water, air, land, etc. Tracking a target is 

utilised to realize and interpret the characteristics of a target which are subjected to 

variations in poses, occlusions, illuminations, scale, etc. Figure 1.2. shows the tracking 

of an object which deals with a series of video followed by object detection and 

tracking. 

 

                                      Figure 1.2. Tracking an Object 
 

There are different categories of objects tracking like tracking of video, image. 

Generally, tracking a video is an implementation of tracking an object in which the 

objects which are moving are in a video. These systems can proceed live videos such 

as real time footages. Based on the type of input video targeted, video tracking is done. 

The theme of tracking visually is to evaluate the upcoming location of a target that is 

visualised without requirement of remaining video. Image tracking is used in detection  
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of images which are two dimensional. This type of tracking is good for datasets with 

black and white images. [ Bashir, F., et al., 2006] 

         The changes in CNN will be a distinguishing factor among fast object tracking 

and slow object tracking. Even for an unclear background, it is easy for an artificial 

intelligence system for detection, tracking of objects. The objects which are to be 

tracked vary in size and aspect ratio. To address the issues of spatial scales, the 

programmers must use methods such as feature maps, feature pyramids, image 

pyramids, anchor boxes. The features that are detected by convolutional neural 

networks are understood by feature maps. Feature pyramids is a solution to variation in 

object scale when datasets of object tracking are used. Image pyramids and feature 

pyramids are used to prevent the issues such as scaling. Image pyramids contain a group 

of resized versions of an input image which is passed to detector at testing. Anchor 

boxes are creation of bounding boxes having height, width. Anchor boxes permit 

different objects which are to be detected leaving bounding box coordinates which are 

changed in localization. Occlusion occurs when many objects merge each other. 

1.3.1. Object Tracking Methods 
 Tracking an object is the followed by detection of an object. It is a method to 

track, which indicates travel direction of object. It is divided as point, kernel, silhouette-

based tracking.  

 a) Point Tracking 

 This type of tracking is the functioning of computer vision with many uses in 

it. In tracking, a moving object is indicated as feature point. It is an issue in objects false 

detection, occlusion incidences. The recognising is done by thresholding, identifying 

these points. An object that is tracked in this technique are relied based on performance. 

As per the criteria that will sense, optical point is considered. Prediction, correction are 

2 divisions in this. Prediction will use the utilisation of present set of observations and 

will update the next step giving a better approximation of later stage. Point tracking is 

divided as Kalman filter tracking, Multiple Hypothesis Tracking.  

1. Kalman filter Tracking 

In Kalman filter tracking, the balance among values which are predicted, 

measurements in noise are done by Kalman filter. Modelling state equation is utilised 
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to find the value of weights. This technique is to track a system which is calculated in 

discrete interval of duration. New resampling operation is allowed. The estimation of 

state variables is distributed in this filter, which is its limitation, which makes low 

approximation of stage which will not use Gaussian distribution. It can be reduced by 

Particle filter tracking. Contours, features of colour on texture mapping are used in this 

method. The two basic stages are prediction, update which are same as Kalman 

Filtering. [Tsai, D., et al., 2012] 

2. Multiple Hypothesis Tracking (MHT)  

There is restricted chance of incorrect conformity if motion communication is 

found by two frames. If many frames are found, then good tracking results are needed. 

Many proposals for each object in every time frame can uphold by MHT method. The 

final track of an object is a group of correspondence in an interval of its observations. 

It is a repetitive method. Repetition starts by a set of present track theory. Every theorem 

is a crew of disconnected tracks. Predicting every position of an object in consecutive 

frame is done for every theorem. Distance measurement is evaluated, compared with 

predictions. [ Vazquez- Reina, A., et al.,2010] 

b) Kernel Tracking 

 Kernel tracking is done by evaluating non-stationary object, which is indicated 

as system object region from a frame to another frame. The object movement is 

parameter form like transformation, etc. These techniques vary in number of tracked 

objects, representation utilised and estimation technique of an object which is moving. 

The description of an object which uses geometry shape is usual in real time. The object 

parts are left outer of the required shape while some parts of background will be inner 

which is the limitation that is found in objects of rigid, non-rigid. The tracking methods 

deal with indication of object, features of object, shape, appearance of an object. This 

tracking is categorised as Simple Template Matching, Mean Shift technique, Support 

Vector Machine (SVM), Layer based Tracking. 

1. Simple Template Matching 

 Observing ROI (Region of Interest) in a video is performed with a technique 

known as simple template matching. A frame is disconnected from a video which is 
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proved in template matching. This technique can do tracking for only one object in a 

video. In template matching, only movement of transformation is possible.  

2. Mean Shift method 

  ROI is found from an object which is done by segmentation and next tracking 

an object is done from one frame to later frame. In starting frame, ROI is formed by a 

rectangular window. The background object is divided from an object tracked by this 

methodology. Chamfer distance transform is utilised to enhance an indication of 

exactness, localization of a target. The distance among two colour distributions is 

reduced by Bhattacharya Co-efficient, chamfer distance transform. 

3. Support Vector Machine (SVM) 

 This methodology provides group of positive, negative values for training. The 

positive samples will have an image that is tracked, negative samples have all others 

remained which are not tracked. It also handles one image training as it is required. 

4. Layer based Tracking 

 Many objects are tracked by this methodology which relates to Kernel tracking.  

representation of shape, movements like translation, rotation, appearance of layer are 

used in every layer formed on intensity. First, reimbursement of background movement 

is implemented in layering such that an object movement can be computed from 

satisfied image by 2D parameter movement. As per objects stated movement, shape 

features of  

 c) Silhouette Tracking 

 Some body parts such as hands, head, shoulders are objects that have composite 

shape which may not be stated by geometry shape. The theme in this track process is to 

find a region in an object in each frame with the support of a model object produced by 

existing frames. Handling with many shapes of an object, occlusion, split of an object, 

fusing is possible. Colour hologram, edges of an object are utilised to denote a design. 

This tracking is divided as contour tracking, shape tracking. 

1. Contour Tracking  

In this type of tracking techniques, a repetitive improvement of prime contour 

in existing frame to new location in present frame is created. Some object in present 
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frame overlaps with region of an object in existing frame. Contour tracking is in a layout 

of state space designs. Specifications like shape, motion of contour are utilised for 

naming aspect of an object. As per maximum probability, the aspect is updated every 

time. The tracking indication is performed in explicit or implicit manner. The purpose 

is asserted by a grid in implicit case, but indication is formed on explicit which will 

define the boundary of Silhouette. 

2. Shape Matching  

These methods find the object design in a current frame. The performance of 

shape matching is like template-based tracking in kernel method. To find match in 

silhouette which are found in two consecutive frames is other method for shape 

matching. Point, silhouette matching is same. Background subtraction is utilised to 

detect formed on Silhouette density functions, boundaries, edges of an object are the 

shapes of object designs. Hough transform methods are utilised to deal with one object 

and occlusion. 

 1.3.2. Levels in object Tracking 
                    There are various levels in tracking an object as multiple objects tracking 

(MOT) and single object tracking (SOT). Multiple objects tracking also called as multi 

target tracking is defined as an issue which identifies many objects in a particular video 

which represents them as a group of trajectories of more exactness. So, in this type of 

tracking they track more than single object among digital images. This type of tracking 

is used in autonomous driving where we can detect the behaviour of other vehicles. 

Single object tracking or visual object tracking will create bounding boxes which are 

passed to a tracker that are formed using first frame in input images. In this type of 

tracking only single object is tracked. All these objects are assigned in a sequence of 

frames. 

1.3.3. Tracking an Object using motion information 
Detection of motion will provide useful data for tracking an object. Tracking 

will require more segmentation of corresponding motion parameters. There are many 

researchers who deal with problems on tracking. Models which are existing are divided 

into two divisions as motion-based, model-based. Motion-based depend on complex 

techniques for combining visual motion consistency with time. Model-based method  
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depend on knowledge of an object. These are efficient than motion-based, but has more 

computational cost because of scaling, translation, rotation, deformation of an object. 

Depending on the information, existing models are divided as methods based on 

boundary, region. 

a) Boundary-based methods 

It is also known as edge based. This method depends on information given by 

boundaries of an object. It is mostly used in tracking an object as the edges or boundary-

based features will give information which will not depend on type of motion, shape of 

the object. 

b) Region-based methods 

These depend on data given by complete region like texture, movement-based 

characteristics by utilising estimation of a motion or segmentation method. The 

approximation of target velocity is relied on communication among the target regions 

at various time instants. But it consumes time. Optical flow is mostly used method in 

this type. The apparent velocity, each pixel direction in a frame must be calculated. It 

is a good technique but takes more time. Background motion method is evaluated by 

optic flow, which will balance the image of background plane. Later, individual 

movement is found as residual flow, the flow in the control of image gradient which is 

not known earlier by background plane motion. 

1.4. Classification of an object 
  Classification of an image means, a computer can examine an image and 

identify the type of class an image will come under. To enhance the accuracy of image 

classification, the deep learning technology will combine feature extraction, 

classification process for completing the classification test of an image. The methods 

of classification of an image are used for classifying various features in an image. Image 

classification is divided into supervised and unsupervised image classification. In 

supervised image classification training is needed, where we must select some pixels 

form every class known as training pixels. In unsupervised, training is not required but 

various techniques are utilised to perform clustering. There are many factors that affect 

the results of classification such as spectral, spatial characteristics of data, digital  
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classification, etc. It is used in fields such as identifying an object in images of satellites, 

controlling traffic system, detection of brake lights, etc. [Heo, D., et al.,2018] 

                  A computer will analyse an image as pixels. This is done by taking an image 

as an array of matrix with matrix size depending on resolution of an image. In the era 

of image processing, image classification can be done as clustering of pixels into 

combined with artificial intelligence hardware, graphics processing unit, best 

performance is achieved on image classification. So, deep learning is best for 

recognition of images, faces, classification techniques. [ Ivasic-Kos, M., et al., 2019] 

1.4.1. Types of Object Classification  
 The division of objects is performed which are formed on shape features of 

motion region. They are divided as classifications of motion-based, texture-based, 

shape-based, colour-based. 

a) Classification based on Motion 

This classification has powerful suggestion of periodic feature expressed by 

non-rigid segmented movement of an object. For object classification, optical flow is 

used. The analysation of rigidness, thickness of entities is formed by residual flow. The 

non-rigid objects like humans have great average residual flow, display, periodic 

element but rigid objects will have tiny residual flow. 

b) Classification based on Texture 

The gradient orientation which forms in localized portion of a particular image 

is counted is based on texture method. It is evaluated by overlap of local contrast 

normalization on a thick grid of equally spacing cells to improve exactness. 

c) Classification based on Shape 

Representing points, boxes, blobs are many motion regions that are available to 

classify a moving object which is formed on information of shape. The combination of 

image, scene-based specifications such as   area of blob images, camera zoom, visible 

aspect ratio of blob bounding boxes will act as input features to a network. Every blob 

at each frame will do classification and histogram will keep findings. 

d) Classification based on colour 
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 Colour is taken and is stable in view of changes unlike other features of an 

image. Lower computation cost techniques suggested makes colour a desired feature to 

make use of it if it is correct. In real time for detection, tracking vehicles, colour 

histogram-based method is utilised. For segmentation of an image in background, 

object and to illustrate the distribution of colour in sequence of images, a design is 

introduced as per Gaussian Mixture method. The occlusion buffer is utilised to take up 

occlusion of an object. 

              In deep neural networks, CNNs are designed by using the concepts of machine 

learning. CNNs can learn, train the data without the requirement of human intervention. 

When we use CNNs, only pre-processing is required. They have their image filters 

which are coded for many techniques. The basic block of CNN is a neuron. This 

neurons concept is formed from human neurons. All these are statistical functions 

which are used to find the weighted average of inputs, which will use an activation 

function for results that are produced. Figure 1.3. depicts a basic CNN. 

 

Figure 1.3. Basic block diagram of CNN 
   

Figure 1.3. depicts a basic structure of convolutional neural network.  A CNN 

has layers like input, output, many hidden layers which are in the middle. These layers 

have convolutional, pooling, fully connected layers. The heart of CNN is convolution 

layer. This layer will use convolution functions for small, local areas of feature maps 

of input to get feature maps of output. Pooling layer is utilised to separate the spatial 

dimension of convolution layer output, minimize the specifications and computation 

difficulty of network for controlling overfitting. A fully connected layer will mix the  
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features from the layers of convolution, pooling to get probable class score for 

classification of input images. 

 A CNN can have 3 to 150 or more layers. The depth of deep neural networks 

deals with how many layers it has. Each layer output will act as input of another layer. 

Resnet50, ResNet 101 are deep neural networks which are having multiple layers. 

Resnet50 has 50 layers and ResNet 101 has 101 layers. There are 4 layers in CNN as 

convolution Layer, Rectified Linear Unit (Re Lu) Layer, Pooling Layer, Fully 

Connected Layer. Convolution is the usage of a filter for an input which gives 

activation. This layer has cluster of filters which are trained. ReLu   layer is an activation 

function used to lower the overfitting and enhance the accuracy of CNN. The 

techniques which have this layer are easy for training and give results of best accuracy. 

Pooling layer will take the result from all neurons in a layer before it and will process 

the data. It lowers the number of factors which are considered and generates the output. 

A fully connected layer is a final output layer of CNN which flattens the input that is 

obtained from layers prior to it giving results [Angelova, A., et al., 2015]. 

1.5. Problem definition 
 In recent days, improvement of computing ability and image processing 

technologies has flourished the growth of classification and detection systems. The 

analysis of thermal images needs to be focused due to wider applicability in military. 

Tracking an object is an important task in video analysation process. In view of real-

time applications, significance of object tracking explored in surveillance and 

monitoring of any objects in residential areas, smart rooms, traffic-flow monitoring, 

and gestures. The real-time analysis always impedes detection process due to influence 

of external environment. Likewise, resolution of camera also determines the visual 

saliency of an object. This issue motivated to delve into the study of detection, tracking 

of objects which are moving by a hybrid model. 

              Detection, tracking, and classification are playing wide role in various fields. 

Detection is a   task for a group of people as each person has their appearance, body 

shape. As compared to traditional methods, deep learning neural network is more 

advantageous like shorter computing time, high accuracy, easier operation. So, deep 

learning is widely utilised in object detection. 
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                  Due to the diversity of frame in a video, it is complex to learn best to learn 

feature indications from images for detection and classification. A new method for 

feature reduction in which feature selection, extraction, classifier training is performed 

using traditional feature selection algorithms such as Local binary patterns (LBP), 

Singular valued decomposition (SVD). This large size of the features leads to 

misclassification. The genetic model optimizes a feature weight vector which is utilised 

to scale the features individually in original pattern vectors. A masking vector is also 

used for selection of feature subset at the same time. We use this technique combining 

with Retina Net and the findings are compared with classical selection of features, 

methods for extraction. Hence, deep learning has a significant role in enhancing the 

research gap in detection and classification of an object. So, an enhanced model for 

detection, tracking and classification using thermal imaging is introduced to enhance 

the performance. 

1.6. Research Objectives 
This study focusses on implementing an artificial intelligence model for detection, 

tracking and classification of an object using thermal imaging. The objectives of this 

research are as follows: 

1. To design an enhanced model for object detection in thermal imaging and 

improve the performance. 

2. To propose an object detection system and evaluate performance analysis. 

3. To develop an improved object tracking system using a sequence of frames. 

4. To introduce a hybrid neural network for classification and improve the 

accuracy 

 Based on the research objectives, the proposed methodology is an improved 

method for object detection in thermal imaging using enhanced OTSU segmentation 

and neighbourhood weighted OTSU by taking an FLIR dataset from public repository. 

An object detection system known as Optimized Feature Selection algorithm-OFSA is 

introduced, and the performance is evaluated. A tracking system known as Optimal 

Kalman Filter-OKF for a sequence of frames is proposed to improve the performance. 

A hybrid neural network for classification using one stage deep convolutional neural 

network called as Retina Net is used to achieve the performance. 
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1.7. Scope 
The following elements of work have been identified to be undertaken to achieve 

the research objectives. 

1. Define the problem at Macro Level 

2. Conduct literature survey 

3. Review the literature and find the solutions presented targeting the problem area 

4. Determine the GAP 

5. Finalize objectives 

6. Conduct enhanced Literature survey 

7. Innovate the models/methods that can be used for enhancing the performance of 

detection, tracking and classification of an object using thermal imaging 

8.To perform this research, FLIR dataset is taken from public repository. 

9. Simulate the models using MATLAB software and prove the accuracy of the models 

and the improvements that are attained in enhancing the performance of detection, 

tracking and classification of an object. 

1.8. Methodology  
         

Different methods, tools have been used for accomplishing the research, the 

description of which is furnished below. 

1. Problem is formulated based on the motivation gained through the projections made 

by the industry persons regarding the low performance of traditional methods. 

2. Four Objectives have been defined that help to improve the complete performance. 

3. A detailed Literature survey is carried in respect of each of the objectives, and gap is 

found 

4. Different approaches presented in the literature for improving the performance of 

detection, tracking and classification have been traced. The shortcomings of those 

methods have been examined, and the best ways to improve performance have been 

identified. 

5. Various methodologies has been developed, and the performance has been computed 

using evaluation metrics. 

6. Four algorithms have been developed for detection, tracking and classification of an 

object 
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7.Performance computations have been carried out using MATLAB software 

MATLAB helps deep learning in providing the commands which are easy to 

understand. It also helps in connecting the layers of a network providing the code which 

is required in a very precise manner. The task to connect and import data is done very 

easily in this. The toolboxes provided in this makes coding easier. The toolbox gives a 

frame model to design and implement the application required. Also, the commands 

used for detection, tracking of an object are easily understandable. 

1.9. Organization of Thesis 
 

           In view of the objectives discussed above, the thesis is organized in the 

following way. 

Chapter 1 presents the detailed introduction about the proposed research work. 

Chapter 2 discusses about detection of an object using enhanced OTSU segmentation 

and Neighborhood weighted OTSU 

Chapter 3 elaborates on object detection using Optimized Feature Selection Algorithm 

Chapter 4 discusses about tracking system using Optimal Kalman Filter 

Chapter 5 presents on classification using Hybrid Neural Network 

Chapter 6 discusses on the conclusion of entire work and future directions have been 

outlined 

 

 

 


